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Registrar

Junior Research Fellow and Project Assistant Position in Mission Eco Next, NCSTC, DST Project

Applications are invited for the position of one Junior Research Fellow (JRF) and one Project Assistant (PA) in Mission Eco Next, NCSTC, DST, Government of India sponsored research project entitled ‘Eco Next “Miles Challenge”: Young Change makers of the Earth as saviours for native marginalized population of Kachchh towards adaptation to climate change vagaries’. The project will be undertaken at K.S.K.V. Kachchh University, Bhuj, Gujarat.

Funding agency: Mission Eco Next, NCSTC, DST, Government of India.

Fellowship: For JRF: Rs 25,000 plus HRA p.m.
For PA: Fixed @15,000 p.m.

Duration: Initially for 1 year and extendable for 2 years as per the project requirements.

Eligibility: For JRF: M.Sc./M.Tech. in Environmental Science/Biotechnology/Geology/Microbiology/Geoinformatics/Remote sensing/ Master in social works/Natural science from a recognized University, with good academic records.
For PA: Masters in any subject related to Sciences or Humanities or Bachelors in Science (with relevant experience) from a recognized University.

Candidates who have cleared NET/GATE would be given preference. The selected eligible candidates can register for full time Ph.D. programme at Kachchh University, Gujarat.

Candidates are requested to send hardcopies of their CV and photocopies of the certificates to reach within 15 days of this advertisement to Dr Seema Sharma, Principal Investigator (Mission Eco Next Project), Assistant Professor, Department of Earth and Environmental Science, K.S.K.V. Kachchh University, Munda Road, Bhuj 370 001 and softcopies by e-mail to seemasharma@kskvku.ac.in and the short-listed candidates will be intimated by e-mail. No TA/DA will be paid if called for an interview.
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